
Long ago in a galaxy far far away….

It is a period of civil war. The galaxy is in chaos. The rebels are striking secretly from a hidden base.

But something valuable had been stolen. A creature, something powerful, that only the top generals

and leaders of the army know. Soon the rebels figure out that the empire has stolen it. They go after

the empire to find the creature but it was too late and that was the end of the rebels.

60 years later...

The empire now rules the galaxy and everyone has forgotten about the

Rebels but a new light, a new hope is coming. Two young Jedis Abhay Ceneric

and Janina Kynnovan who are very powerful with the force have come out of

hiding and are now going to fight the empire. After a few fights, the Jedis

knew that they would need help so they challenged the empire to a droid

battle on the death star battleship. They start making their droids and find a

skilled inventor who wants to join them. That inventor is you. The two  Jedis

and you start making droids. Soon after making the droids, the rules are proclaimed to the people of

the galaxy.

First, you will be working in a field by yourself or with other people. You will have to score more

points than the team that you are competing with or score as many points with a team. The way you

earn points is by putting the cylinders of dust in their corners. If you put one cylinder in its corner then

you will earn 5 points. Once they are in their place, you can take other Cylinders of Dust and stack

them on top. If you stack one cylinder on top of a cylinder in a corner then you will earn

10 points and if you stack another on top of that then you will earn another 10 points. But if you can

roll the cylinders of dust on their sides into the corners then you get 30 points and if you can stack

another rolled cylinder on an already rolled cylinder then you get another 30 points. Try your best and

may the force be with you!


